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NTWRKPLK
This is who we are.

NTWRKPLK is the networking meet-up for 
creative and proactive women located in 
Amersfoort. It’s an inspirational, motivational 
and supportive platform that connects women 
in order to create new initiatives. The general 
idea is that different point of views can take 
a simple idea to the next level. It is a platform 
for the curious and willful with a strong vision, 
that want to be part of a new way of thinking. 
And all of this will be within a safe atmosphere 
that feels like home.

WHO
• Entrepreneurs
• Soon to be entrepreneurs
• Ambitious non-entrepreneurs

MISSION
Connecting a variety of ambitious women that 
can network, inspire and support each other. 
Both professionally as personally. As powerful 
women we know very well how to lead our 
lives. However, a few extra perspectives 
and new insights are always welcome. The 
more diverse the group, the better. For the 
entrepreneurial women, this group could also 
function as a test panel or point of sales. 
NTWRKPLK is THE women’s networking 
meet-up in Amersfoort for ambitious women 

VISION
To grow NTWRKPLK organically from the 
women’s networking meet-up in Amersfoort 
for ambitious women to a worldwide cross-
sector oriented women’s network where 
entrepreneurial women in different countries 
can network, inspire and support one another.



GUIDELINES
Play by the rules.

NTWRKPLK offers a network filled with 
inspiring woman from Amersfoort, all with 
their own knowledge and expertise, whether 
they are entrepreneurs or not. We offer each 
other support in our professional and personal 
development on a broad scale.

GROWTH POTENTIAL
In addition, NTWRKPLK offers the following 
opportunities when registered:
• One-month free trial
• An interview (including professional 
profilephoto) which will be shared on social 
media platforms (think of Instagram, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, etc.)
• The opportunity to teach workshops
• The opportunity to follow workshops for a 
reduced price
• Monthly meet-ups where we inspire each 
other. Various assignments are practiced here
• Online contact with the ladies of NTWRKPLK 
via Slack and a private Facebook group
 

WHAT IS EXPECTED OF YOU
• An introduction through the website
• Showing up at the monthly meet-ups. It’s 
not mandatory to be present at all meet-ups, 
however, personal contact is one of the most 
important factors of NTWRKPLK
• Be present during the interview
• Profiling yourself within the group is no 
problem at all but remember: NTWRKPLK 
is all about mutual support and not just 
advertising

 



COSTS
Support your local girl gang.

SUBSCRIPTION
€7,50 a month (incl. VAT)

These costs are charged by direct debit. Are 
you an entrepreneur? You can reclaim the 
VAT. 

WORKSHOPS
When you set up a workshop, you decide what 
the price per person will be. It is intended that 
you create a member price, a new members 
price and a price for non-members. 30% 
of the total number of applicants goes to 
ietsmethaar.

For example:
• Members: €5,-
• New members: €7,50
• Non-members: €10,-

If 6 members apply, 2 new members join and 
2 non-members sign up, the total registration 
fee will be €65,00 - 30% of this goes to 
ietsmethaar, so you earned €45,50.



Give the ones you love

wings to fly

roots to come back

and reasons to stay



LILIAN PRINS
De start.

My greatest passion is learning about people 
and researching their diversity in different 
aspects of life. I am inspired by all personal 
motivations, stories and motivations and like 
to connect them, so that new connections can 
arise. I also like to read and do sports, which 
offers me the headspace I need and helps to 
stimulate creativity.

My core motivation is my passion for mental 
and physical movement, to create awareness 
to stay in the moment. And also my quality 
to use personal motivations to realize 
development and understanding.

NTWRKPLK
2018
See True - Positive Psychology in practice
Stichting Muses - Greater Good Program

Trend + Concept
2013-2017
Fontys ACI - International Lifestyle Studies
HU - Philosophy, world religions & spirituality

ietsmethaar
2009-2011
ROC ASA - Hairdresser
B Academy - Hair on the Set 1
B academy - Make-up



INTRODUCTION
Welcome.

Since NTWRKPLK is growing steadily, it is 
important that everyone knows who is already 
part of the group.

In addition to the monthly meet-ups, contact 
is mainly through Slack or during a pop-up 
workday. Every week, an interview with one 
of the NTWRKPLK ladies is posted on the 
website www.ietsmethaar.nl.
 
It is important that everyone can approach 
each other beforehand. Because of this, 
everyone is asked to write a short introduction 
about themselves, which is shared in Slack. 
The introduction can be read by every 
member, even when you are new to the group 
and cannot see previous conversations from 
NTWRKPLK. 

 

THIS CONCERNS THE FOLLOWING 
QUESTOINS
• Photo
• Name
• Date of birth
• Key words of your values and/or qualities + 
what your company stands for
• Small in-depth text from key words
• What you hope to get out and bring to 
NTWRKPLK



MEET-UP
Monthly.

Every second Sunday of the month, starting 
at 11:00 a.m. Location differs each time. Keep 
an eye on Slack.

You can stay as long or as short as you want. 
Since it is a monthly meet-up, the day starts 
with the questions:

• What have you been doing in the past 
month?
• What are you going to focus on in the 
coming month?

BRING SOMETHING TO THE TABLE
You are free to bring along whatever you want. 
For example, you could bring along great new 
ideas, inspiring stories, or even a little snack or 
drink. You are here to work on yourself and to 
support others in their own personal growth.

DO IT FOR THE TEAM SPIRIT
If you know anyone who would enjoy, benefit 
from, or use a female community, please pass 
it on! Trust your instinct to decide who can 
bring something to the table and can benefit 
from NTWRKPLK.

KEEP IT A SECRET
Secrecy and safety are highly valued in our 
community. Everyone should be able to 
speak freely, so that creative ideas can flow. 
Nothing can be copied, recorded, shared or 
spread around.



INTERVIEW 1.O
Girl gang.

The first round of interviews in 2018 were as 
followed:

A weekly interview with one of the 
NTWRKPLK ladies has been posted online 
on the website ietsmethaar. These interviews 
were conducted once a month, in a group 
interview. The group was based on a common 
interest, either profession or personal.

During this day the hair and make-up of the 
NTWRKPLK ladies was done by ietsmethaar 
and they have been photographed by Gun 
Intree. The portrait photos are in black and 
white and the product photos are in color. 
From this series of photos, the NTWRKPLK 
ladies received two photos (portrait + 
product) that are also used for the website 
ietsmethaar and on associated social media 
channels. When requested to receive more 
photos taken this day, they can be ordered at 
Gun Intree for €5,- per photo.

During this interview, questions are asked 
and discussions are held about the following 
themes:

1. INTRODUCTION
• Who are you (personal)
• What do you do (professional)
• Why do you do this
• How long have you been doing this
• How did you get here

2. NTWRKPLK
• What do you like about it
• What do you get out of it or hope to get 
out of it
• How is it of added value for you
• What would you like to contribute (personal 
/professional)

3. FUTURE
• Where do you see yourself in the future or 
where would you like to see yourself
• Ambitions + Dreams

4. TIPS YOU WOULD LIKE TO GIVE
• Quote + Explanation



Inspirator.

The second interview round in 2019 has a 
different concept:

The main focus in this interview are 
inspiration and gratitude. The NTWRKPLK 
ladies are given the assignment to invite a 
female inspirator, someone who has played 
a meaningful part in their lives. With support 
from me (Lilian) as moderator, both women 
will talk about their insecurities and strengths.

The interview is all about the NTWRKPLK 
ladies expressing gratitude to their inspirator. 
They share how the inspirators have influenced 
the personal and/or business growth of the 
women.

These interviews are conducted once a month 
in pairs, consisting of a NTWRKPLK member 
and her inspirator. During this day the hair 
and the make-up are done by ietsmethaar 
and their photos will be taken by Brian Vijber. 
The photos and interviews are used for the 
website ietsmethaar and on accompanying 
social media channels.

INTERVIEW 2.O-



we each have the

potential within us



EVENTS + WORKSHOPS
Lets grow together.

The members of NTWRKPLK all have their 
own field of expertise. We want to share 
this knowledge with each other. Therefor 
NTWRKPLK offers the possibility to follow 
workshops and to offer workshops. 

WORKSHOPS
Would you like to know more about 
Photoshop? Ask about it during the monthly 
meet-ups. Do you hear a question that you 
can answer? Schedule your workshop. There 
are enough ladies who want to learn from you 
and who want to share their knowledge with 
you.

EVENTS
Events are also planned through NTWRKPLK. 
For example: Think of a successful shop-up 
where you give your old clothes a new home. 
If you have an idea discuss it with me (Lilian) 
and then we can brainstorm together about 
the realization.



Go empower someone

to be their

extraordinary self



CONTACT
Follow me.

TELEPHONE
+31 (0) 650506155

EMAIL
prins@ietsmethaar.nl

WEBSITE
https://ietsmethaar.nl/ntwrkplk

INSTAGRAM
www.instagram.com/ntwrkplk

PINTEREST
pinterest.com/ietsmethaar

LINKEDIN
www.linkedin.com/in/lilian-prins



TEAM
What we do.

FOUNDER + OWNER
Lilian Prins - ietsmethaar
 
DESIGN
Fiona Gobbo - Fiona Gobbo Creative 
Sara Bartels - sara.anne studio

WEBSITE
Angelina Catharina - eunoia studio 

PHOTOS INTERVIEWS
Brian Vijber
Gun Intree

TEXTS
Eva Sluijter de Beauversier Watson
Fiona Gobbo - Fiona Gobbo Creative


